
Repair and reconditioning of volumetric

pump rotors – before and after

Given the state of the economy it is
understandable that now, more than
ever, careful handling of budgets is a
necessity. But engineers should beware
of trying to save by buying cheaper
safety-related products as it could cost
them in the long run.

Take the humble safety relay, for
example. Two products from different
manufacturers may appear to do the
same job for the project in hand.
However, the cheaper product may not
offer everything that the slightly more
expensive alternative does. Diagnostic
data via LEDs may seem like an
unnecessary luxury to the buyer, but the
engineering time saved during
commissioning - or the downtime
avoided in the event of an unplanned
stoppage - could cost more than the
relay’s purchase price.

Still on the subject of downtime, the
mean time to failure (MTTF) of the
cheaper
product may
well be shorter
than that of
the higher
quality and
slightly more
expensive unit,
so it is more
likely to cause
unplanned
downtime.

One of the problems associated with
safety-related control systems is
nuisance trips. If a lens on a safety light
curtain becomes dirty, the safety-related
control system does exactly what it is
supposed to do and shuts down the
machine. However, this stoppage is
costly in terms of lost production and
can also be detrimental to the quality of
any work in progress at the time.
Nuisance trips can be triggered by any
device within the safety-related control
system, but it is fair to say that higher-
quality or higher-specification products
are less likely to cause nuisance trips
than lower-quality or lower-specification
ones.

We have assumed that all safety
devices meet the necessary standards,
but corners should not be cut by

installing inadequate ones. For example,
if a hazardous machine is protected by a
physical guard with a uniquely coded
electronic guard switch, in the event of
the switch becoming damaged it should
not be replaced by, say, a simple
magnetically-operated guard switch that
could be actuated by a standard
actuator kept in the maintenance
engineer’s tool box.

Penny-pinching on safety equipment
is unwise at best and unsafe at worst.
Nevertheless, careful design of safety-
related control systems can lead to cost
savings. For example, the Pilz
PNOZsigma slimline multifunctional
safety relays can help to cut costs by
reducing stockholding and enabling a
smaller control cabinet to be specified.
For more complex projects, a safety-
related control system incorporating a
Pilz PNOZmulti modular safety controller
can be more cost-effective to design and

implement than
one using
traditional
safety relays
and complex
logic. Savings
are greater still
if multiple
machines are
being built or
planned and
both

PNOZsigma and PNOZmulti offer far
better diagnostics than conventional
safety relays, which benefits machine
builders, system integrators and end
users.

Pilz Automation Technology has
engineers who can assist customers with
designing the most cost-effective safety-
related control systems, plus the
company supplies an extensive range of
high-quality safety devices at very
competitive prices.

A recent installation for Innovia
Films, Wigton, UK has taken William
Kenyon beyond its established paper and
board markets and demonstrated that
the company’s expertise in designing
rope threading systems
can be adapted to
handling other materials.

The challenge was to
provide a rope system
that could feed a two
metre wide web of film
through a dryer section.
Whilst this was a radical
departure from the
standard 150mm wide
paper tail normally fed
using ropes, it was felt
that a correctly designed
system would work well
which has proved to be the case.

To give the system every chance of
success, three ropes were used to give
optimum grip on the film during the
threading process. Various configurations
were investigated by both William

Kenyon and the mill at the pick-up of the
system to identify the most effective and
safest position for the tail to be
introduced into the ropes. The system
incorporates a William Kenyon vertical

crossover configuration at the tensioner
and pick-up giving the required
alignment to ensure optimum rope life.

Along with all the pulleys and
mounting hardware being supplied, this
project is the first where William Kenyon

has supplied a UK-designed rodless
cylinder tensioner. These tensioning
systems have been recently incorporated
into the William Kenyon range of
products to complement larger units
sourced from the group’s North
American operation. In some instances,
particularly where space is at a
premium, the rodless cylinders can offer
a highly cost effective option. 

As the machine operators have not
worked with ropes before, the system
has been colour coded to identify the
inside, outside and centre ropes for ease
of fitting. Splicing and rope installation
training has been provided as part of the
William Kenyon service 
package.

Don’t compromise on safety William Kenyon moves into film

During an economic recession new
machine investments require careful
selection of partners who must be able
to supply the highest level of technology
and service at the best possible prices. 

This is the main reason why Kadant
Johnson has been chosen as the main
partner for the supply of a steam &
condensate system for the last new
machine built in the EU at the
Hamburger Hungaria (Prinzhorn Group),
Dunaujvaros mill in Hungary.

Kadant Johnson is responsible for
basic engineering and component supply
for the steam distribution and control
system for the whole machine including
drying section, pocket ventilation system,
machine room heating system,
lubrication system, size press kitchen
and all other ‘steam users’ involved in
the paper production process.

This new machine is designed to
produce 400,000 tonnes/annum of
lightweight recycled paper based brown
containerboard in the range of 70-150
g/m2 at a speed of up to 1,350 m/min.
Paper trim at the reel will be 7.9 metres
and the machine design speed will be
1,500 m/min.

The drying section comprises 48-
1.80 metre diameter dryers in a single
tier configuration. The drying section will
divide into pre- and after-dryer sections.
A modern film press has been installed
between the two sections to add the
needed surface characteristics.

The steam & condensate system will
consist of a two stage cascade system
on the pre-dryer section, with individually
controlled dryers at the early part of the

machine for quality reasons. The
after-dryer section will also consist of a
two stage cascade system, with the
possibility of curl control by top/bottom
steam pressure regulation. 

This system configuration will give
Hamburger PM7 the capability to use a
drying strategy allowing the production of
high quality paper, with excellent surface
characteristics and avoiding the typical
dusting problems associated with
recycled fibre.

Incorporated in the steam &
condensate system control strategy, a
custom designed automatic sheet break
management system will help the
operator to optimise tail threading
thanks to a double step, pressure set-
down arrangement. 

Kadant Johnson will put all its know-
how and experience into installation,
supervision and commissioning of
Hamburger PM7. Its technicians will be
key partners in the dryer section
optimisation after machine start-up with
the first saleable paper foreseen 
for July 2009.
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Careful design of safety-related

control systems can reap rewards

Hungarian mill chooses Kadant Johnson

Rope threading system at Innovia Films

Represented in the UK by Jarshire
Ltd, ABB Cellier offers a number of
innovations to help pulp and paper
producers keep plant up to date, tune
processes, increase machine speed and
efficiency with limited investment at a
time of changing market requirements.

These include: 

� Repair and reconditioning of old
volumetric pump rotors to give a
performance similar to new but with
a 50% price saving compared to
new and with a dimensional and
surface guarantee.

For Cellier Deliteur gear boxes,

modernisation kits include:

� New mechanical packing, an easily
assembled replacement with an

innovative and sturdy design and
able to absorb vibration and stresses
generated by the mixing shaft.

� Complete dispersion turbines or
rebuilding worn blades of existing
propellers at a 30% lower price
compared to new. These are cast in
special steel and have increased
abrasion resistance.

� Direct drive motor available in 750
or 1000 rpm to replace both motor
and gear reducing units and without
the long lead-time of specially
manufactured parts.

Along with machine efficiency and
cost-saving, environmental protection is
high for ABB Cellier. Significant efforts
have been made in effluent treatment by

developing ultra-filtration units.
Recent test results at a major French
paper mill are encouraging, showing
a cost reduction of water treatment
stations. The company recognises
that, where possible, it is better not
to produce effluent and, by analysing
the causes, can recommend an
appropriate technology to provide a
solution. 

Before

After

Help with a changing market 

New steam & condensate system at Hamburger PM7


